Increasing Renewable Energy
A Juggling Act

Drivers - Principles
Examples could be
• Maintain commercial viability – Utility role going forward?
• Power system with comparable or better reliability – know your requirements
• Keep cost of electricity approximately unchanged - know your customers
• Minimise impacts to individual customers – know the mix an customers
• Levels of renewable energy contribution – Targets? Staging? Emissions target?
• Social and environmental obligations – know requirements, expectations
• Guiding and framework for investment – clear signal for Aid and Private sector
• Minimise complexity of the system – O&M thinking from outset

Stakeholders
Consultation
• To manage expectations - communities fully understand the nature of the project,
and the likely impacts and benefits.
• To promote community confidence - ensuring open and transparent discussion of
project development processes, technical studies, impacts and risk management
processes.
• To identify a path forward that works for the organisation AND the community,
for project and long term.
• To ensure operational efficiency and continuity within a supportive local
community environment
• To ensure sustainable project design and decision-making by incorporating local
community knowledge, views and concerns in technical studies, design &
decisions.
• To recognise and address community concern early.

Community Engagement
• Guiding principles:
–
–

–

–
–

Respect and acknowledgement- historical, cultural,
spiritual, economic character
Community and context - always consider the past,
and find out about issues that are current for a
particular community.
Agree on engagement processes - what are the most
appropriate methods to invite or initiate
participation, format, timing
Be flexible and patient - it takes time and effort to
develop genuine connections.
Build connections and trust - allow time for trust to
develop.

Stakeholders
Customers view
• Focus on individual situations balanced with wider issues/benefits
– Each customer can be effected differently depending on use and agreement
– In considering changes need to manage and minimise ‘winner-loser’ outcome
– Different agreements, residential, commercial, feed in tariffs …
• Openly discuss impacts (noise, visual etc)
• Opportunity for private investment?
• Local employment options?
• Transparency of decisions – inclusion
• Equitable tariff setting
• Education for greater understanding in community
• Return on investment expectations

• In absence of information – voids are filled with rumours that over time are
taken as fact.

Community Engagement
Approach:

Council

• Open Letter and Flyer to the community.
• Stall in Local Supermarket
• Meeting with General Manager and Mayor of Local

face)

• Presentation/Workshop at local gathering points
• Media – Articles to local paper
• Community Update – unaddressed mail out.
• ‘Kitchen Table” meetings with residents (face to

phone calls, visits

• Meeting with local business representatives
• Follow up with residents and Council via emails,
• School involvement

Community Engagement

Community Engagement

Stakeholders - Investors
• Decisions on Private and Public ownership models may be influenced by:
Access to land/roof space for RE generation
RE & Timeframe Targets – multiple parties vs single utility approach
Access to Funds
Assign risk to those best to manage
–
–
–
–

• Investor Certainty
Pricing, terms, agreements, framework , Gov support
Could provide resource data for investors may be an option
Utility Drive outcome - Inform investors of best locations from grid support view
Update forecasts of energy requirements
Defining Tariffs and PPA basis proactively
–
–
–
–
–

Certainty

e.g. Forecasting level of curtailment

Stakeholders
Energy Transactions
• Focus on encouraging generators that can achieve the lowest cost of energy.
– Highly valuing ability to generate when other generation is scarce
– Devaluing energy when other generation is plentiful
– Determine need for control of generation eg. Curtailment
– Standardising equipment types and requirements so that design, installation
and O&M can be undertaken by locals using small spare part inventories
– Standardising connection and commercial agreements to minimise
administrative burden

Stakeholders
Utility
• Potentially large impacts on utility with high RE – What roles to play with multiple
‘generators’
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Best placed to provide central control of equipment to ensure correct system
operation
Easier access to grant funding to then ‘bundle’ projects together
Govern commonality of equipment and standards as variability of supplied
equipment across the system leads to increased O&M
In the high RE hybrid energy market there is little standardisation of solutions, still
relatively new – do funders fully appreciate
Variability of supplied equipment across the system leading to increased O&M.
Procurement approach strong influence on outcome in high RE system
Ability to specify make and model of equipment to align with existing systems and
planned growth path to high RE?

Complexity & Flexibility
• Dependent on scale High RE projects typically require many more items of
plant and can become complex.

Considering whole of system impacts, Risk Assessment throughout
Consider operator responsibilities and training, standardise interfaces and tasks
Not chasing small performance improvements if it adds complexity
Using proven technologies as much as possible, reducing likelihood of unintended
operation and resulting repair complexity
Staged introduction of new systems and technologies
Using clear interface points between equipment & control
Planning for, but not relying on, new technologies
Look for Robust solutions.

• Complexity in Remote locations - heartache, min expertise, spares?, funds?
• From outset design should incorporate reducing complexity
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Complexity & Flexibility

Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT)
Site Acceptance Tests before ‘takeover’ (SAT)
Inspection and Test Plans (ITP)
Defect periods
Liquidated damages (LDs)

• Consider procurement/contract approach
Flexible systems and agreements whenever possible.
Detailed specifications off required performance
Are systems ‘locked down’ by supplier?
Contractual tools to ensure suppliers deliver what was promised
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
– Clear O&M support and warranties

Amount of RE?
• 100% RE achievable?
• Answer – Yes and No!
• Primary factors governing realistic level:
– System size (load)
– Level of reliability required – what is
acceptable
– Economics (diesel price, Capex)
– Local RE Resource
– How closely RE matched to load use
– Fuel substitution
• kW size systems more achievable – “off the
shelf”
• MW size is where the bigger challengers are –
more planning, fewer proven examples

Technology

Technology

Increasing RE

Purpose of a hybrid power system is the same as for any diesel-only system
• provision of reliable power to community
• considering the amount of power and quality of the power and reliability.
• The requirements are technical and are outlined in the following list:
1. Regulation of voltage within a certain narrow band,
2. Regulation of frequency around,
3. Provision of sufficient amount of real (kW) power,
4. Provision of sufficient amount of reactive (kVAR) power,
5. Limiting the excursions of frequency through provision of system inertia,
Maintaining the system stability through provision of fault currents, and
Provision of a sufficient amount of spinning reserve.
6.
7.

• RE alone cannot provide all these.
• The solution lies in the careful integration of RE into existing power systems.
• Higher levels of RE require new system components and autonomous control.
• Often referred to as enabling technologies

Enablers
• Enablers - smooth the output of renewable energy and maintain power system
stability, security, ensure safety of operation
• Examples:
– Synchronous condenser. A generator whose shaft is not connected to anything but spins
freely ‘synched’ to the system.
– Flywheel. When attached to a synchronous condenser a flywheel adds mechanical inertia.
– Rapid start diesel UPS. When a diesel is attached to a synchronous condenser and
flywheel, the flywheel mechanical inertia can be used to bring a diesel from ‘off’ to
‘generating’ very quickly.
– Rapid start low load diesel. This is a standard diesel generator designed to operate at 0
kW output for long periods.
– Dump load resistor. Useful in removing excess power if curtailment systems are not
sufficient or fail, thus adding to system security and reliability.
– Dynamic resistor. Manages frequency by rapidly altering its loading. Useful if power
batteries are not feasible or they are too small to provide this functionality. Also allows
power batteries to fully charge rather than maintain regulation headroom, potentially
doubling their useable range. Can be used as a dump load too.
– Batteries –Used either as ‘Power’ storage or ‘block shift’

Technology Mix
Enablers
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Integration & Control
• With medium to high RE need to look closely at Integration and Control
– Need to be controlled constantly because RE generation can vary rapidly.
– Operational cost can be reduced through accurate control (equipment efficiency points)
– Better insight into the operation and condition of the equipment
– Timely warning and alarm recognition
• Dynamics of these systems need to be controlled on a millisecond basis throughout the year.
• Still plenty of new tasks to do, wont make operators redundant – variety of equipment
• An integration and control systems is at the heart of a high RE hybrid power system.
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• Information collected from all elements, processed, and commands are sent back in milliseconds.
• Examples with no control & integration

System with 500-700kW load and wind turbine power output up to 300kW
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Control Characteristics
• Determine the level of spinning reserve required to be
supplied by system automatically
• Determine the power setpoints for all generating
elements, including the power station and distributed
generation curtailment systems
• Monitoring communications with system components

scheme

• Management of UFLS (under frequency load shedding)
• Determining start and stop any controllable loads
• Undertake necessary control actions during black start
• Fail safe operation if SCADA system fails
• Consistent parameter naming/addressing conventions.
• Equipment customisations in the unit controller
• HMIs are consistent across the power system
• Training provided and supported!

Control

Distributed System - Comms
• For a large proportion of generation throughout a grid:
– need to actively coordinate the entire power system.
– New technologies will also increase the communication interconnectivity of devices
with a variety of new approaches to customer energy management, billing and
engagement.
• WAN (wide area networks) offer functionality to communicate with various devices,
with the speeds, data loads, reliability, security and coverage dependant on the
selected technology and its implementation.
– Examples include power line ripple control, 3G, 4G , LTE/WiMax, Fibre
– Main driver of distributed communication is to control distributed generation,
– Access generation when needed and manage whole of system reliability
– Ability to log data at meters throughout the grid as RE generation increase
– can support other functions at relatively low cost. Remote metering, pre-paid
accounts, customer apps and demand management.

System Study
• Start with limited approach first
• Get current system understood first

– Concept, Feasibility, Detailed design…

• More complex modelling to degree of investigation
• Looking at:
– At different levels of RE
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– Stages of development

Phase A fault current(A)

Energy Optimisation Modelling
• Looking an many possible scenarios to look at the benefit vs cost
– Can be compared on a number of basis, LCOE, NPV, IRR, depending on given
preference
• Key is input assumptions
– Price of diesel, O&M, future price estimate
– Load & load growth
– RE resource
• Usually run in steps
– Rough Filter
– Refined cases with refined assumptions
• Different options for modelling
– HOMER widely used but simplistic
– ‘Inhouse’
– Contracted

Energy Optimisation Modelling
Based on our experience we utilise a model that mimics the hybrid system as close as possible
(mimics control)
• Inclusion of enablers and their functionalities, Diesel dispatch order, Battery control
• Losses from equipment such as availability, air conditioning, windage, parasitic loads
• Ability to include custom generation types and profiles of new load types
• Fuel usage for any configuration, including any biodiesel blend
• Calculate need type and timing of enablers for power system stability
• Storage energy throughput considering efficiencies in both directions & life impact
• Economics:
– Multi-year scenarios for any system configuration
– Capital, fixed and variable O&M costs and replacement intervals based on life
– Escalating equipment and fuel costs at different rates
– Accounting for different funding sources, including timing of funds
– Separating utility and private investments
– NVP whole of project and to the utility
– Impacts of tariffs on utility returns
– Impacts of tariffs on selected customer classes
– Sensitivities to various technical and financial issues

Optimisation
First look at individual scenarios

Optimisation
Then look at staging of system
• Immediate actions/spend
• Timing of Control system
• Timing of Enablers
• Timing of RE generation Private of Public

Thank You
Ray Massie – ray.massie@hydro.com.au

